
SELEXTREMES

Push the limits 

of your well-being



5 new natural bath additives

Natural Bath Salts made with

Love & Passion
Salt from Switzerland 

Blend of natural essential oils
Quantum Vibrations 



Why add Salt in your bath 
or during your shower

Using tap water can induce a loss of minerals. 
It is very important to add algae (rich in minerals)

or salt in bath water to avoid it. 

Salt creates an energetic bridge on the skin
that helps energetic circulation. 



Rock salt coming from
the Swiss Mountains

Preserved from pollution 
during 235 millions of years

under the rock

Salt origin



WOOD SELEXTREME

To balance the wood conditions 
or during the Spring energetic season

or to balance Confidence emotion.  

Lime 
Rosemary
Cypress
Lemon



FIRE SELEXTREME

To balance the fire conditions 
or during the Summer energetic season, 

or to balance Joy emotion 

Lavender
Ylang-ylang
Rosemary



EARTH SELEXTREME

To balance the earth conditions 
or during the interseason energetic season 

or to balance Creativity.

Lemon
Sweet Orange

Eucalyptus
Cypress



METAL SELEXTREME

To balance the metal conditions 
or during the Fall energetic season 
or to balance Satisfaction emotion

Thyme
Eucalyptus

Lemon
Niaouli



WATER SELEXTREME

To balance the water conditions 
or during the Winter energetic season 

or to balance Zenitude emotion

Juniper berries 
Eucalyptus



How to use the Selextreme

In your bath 

Add one handful of Selextreme
in your bath at 37-38°C,

relax and enjoy this relaxing moment. 



How to use the Selextreme

In your shower 

Apply Phyt’Acid or L’Alguessence
on your body.

Take a handful of Selextreme
and apply it on top of the Phyt’Acid.
Massage in the 2 products to create
an exfoliation during 2 - 5 minutes.

The salt will progressively mix in the gel.





Well-being is a state of harmony
It requires an awakening in consciousness

It needs to be built-upon
It is personal and unfolds throughout our life
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